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Event Organization, Protocol
and Institutional Relations

Knowledge of personal/professional learning environments

«Ex post-facto» non-experimental

Prospective longitudinal study

Panel sample survey

Two ad-hoc questionnaires

24 undergraduate students and 11 students from the
Master’s of the Mediterranean Insti-tute of Protocol

Studies (Elche Miguel Hernández University) It is an initiatory or initial work, or a �rst approach to the study object.

Designing and implementing a training
program for this Degree and Master’s specialty

with the aim of encouraging students to understand and
apply the potential of technology.

 

Research-action training experience
about the didactic use of technology
in the teaching-learning relationship.

User-level knowledge

Use of digital resources

Use of online media

Personal space on the Internet

Expectations

for the working context 
search for employment

use of �nancial resources
search for new professional contacts

search for contacts related to entrepreneurship

social networks
general search engines

websites
specialized search engines

digital bulletins and newsletters

blogs
own website

Acquiring a broad knowledge of Internet resources and developing 
a suitable

It is possible to motivate students’ participation through a balanced and rethought 
use of technologies at the service of education.

Results 

Balance and motivation are achieved through a topic of interest, as is the labor 
insertion of their professional pro�le.

They managed to reinforce their personal brand as future professionals, thanks to a 
train-ing program based on what could be referred to as «digital re-literacy».

An autonomous and informal learning has taken place. 
They have used social networks responsibly 
They have improved their employability chances in the �eld of 
event organization, proto-col, and institutional relations.

They encourage us to broaden the study to larger groups and to extend 
the experience to new teaching programs in other university degrees.

General assessment of the training program

Achievements of
the didactic
strategy

the maximum score being 7

Increased knowledge and use of virtual resources. 
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